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Lockdown lifted on Jleeb,
Mahboula, stays on Farwaniya

News in brief

Kuwait on ‘high risk’ list

KUWAIT: Switzerland published a list of ‘high risk’
travel quarantine countries as part of new measures
to prevent a second wave of the pandemic. Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Oman were among 29
countries listed by the Swiss authorities as countries
posing a high risk of coronavirus infection. From July
6, travellers entering Switzerland from these coun-
tries must go into quarantine for ten days.

4,210 passengers

KUWAIT: The Directorate General of Civil Aviation
announced that 25 flights were set to depart Kuwait
International Airport yesterday, carrying a total of
4,210 passengers. They included 13 flights to India,
five flights to Egypt, two flights to Nepal, two flights
to the UAE, one flight to Qatar, one flight to Lebanon,
and one flight to Pakistan.

Oil price down

KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil dropped 13 cents
to reach $43.10 per barrel (pb) on Friday, compared
with $43.23 on Thursday, according to Kuwait Petro-
leum Corporation (KPC) yesterday. In international
markets, Brent crude oil went down 38 cents to stand
at $42.76 pb, while West Texas crude dropped 44
cents to reach $40.21. 

COVID-19 tests

KUWAIT: A team from the Ministry of Health, in
coordination with the General Administration of
the Kuwait Military Forces, conducted COVID-19
tests for members of the Interior Ministry’s special
forces using nasopharyngeal specimen collection.

Production resumed

KUWAIT: The Al-Khafji joint oilfield resumed pro-
duction on Wednesday, Acting CEO of the Kuwait Gulf
Oil Company (KGOC), Abdullah Al-Sumaiti, said
Thursday. The production has been suspended for one
month, since June 1st, and the joint executive commit-
tee of Al-Khafji joint operations decided to resume
production on July 1st, Sumaiti said in press statement.
He emphasized the company’s full commitment to local
authorities’ directives regarding oil production rates
in joint Al-Khafji and Wafra oilfields during the coming
period according to the operational plans in agree-
ment with the partners at the region.

So the Kuwait National Assembly has drafted
a law, or an expatriate quota law so to speak,
which is currently under consideration. In lay-

man’s terms, the law, as yet a draft law, stipulates
that there are too many Indians in Kuwait and that
the number of Indians should stay within the range
of 15 percent of the local population. What would
this mean? According to news sources, this would
entail 800,000 Indians being asked—nay, re-
quired—to leave our country. To say this is de-
plorable is an understatement. While we sit in
silence as one law is proposed after the other den-
igrating the rights of expatriates, racism is no
longer an invisible enemy but a tangible force
spreading its tentacles into our political, legal, and
social systems. 

They say the pen (or keyboard, for that matter)
is mightier than the sword; but not when the pen is
in the hands of the weak. What use is it to vent
when such a law has been drafted by those in
power? What use is it to wonder aloud how people
can sleep at night knowing their decision will create
a loss of livelihood and displacement of those who
call this country home? 

How would a Kuwaiti feel if they were living in
a country that proposed such a law? Oil wealth will
not last forever. One day, we may be the migrating
to other countries, not only trying to make a better
life for ourselves but also contributing to the infra-
structure of the country we move to. And how will
we feel when the host country decides that all we
worked for amounts to nothing; that we are dispen-
sable; that what matters most is the citizens of the
country in question and that immigrants are a bur-
den to the economy? 

There are Indians who were born in this country.
They are loyal to Kuwait, even when they know they
will never be granted citizenship. There are notable
Indian businessmen and businesswomen who have
lived here for decades, even though they know their
business is never entirely their own, that they are
required to have Kuwaiti sponsors, and only a few
of them are granted ‘silent partners’. There are In-
dians who continue to pay the rent even with the
realization that because of their non-national pass-
port they will never own land or property in our
country. And yet they stay. They go to school here.
They are our teachers. They are our doctors. They
are our friends. They are part of our heritage. Many
Kuwaiti families lived in Bombay and Pune in the
1940s and 1950s and were treated with such re-
spect and love by the Indians. Some of us speak
Hindi here. The Kuwaiti dialect includes Hindi words.
Our food is a blend of Middle Eastern and Indian.
We travel to India often. To cut off the Indian pop-
ulation from our society is to cut off a limb. 

How can we tell a part of our population: You
are not Kuwaiti. And you will never be. And we are
driving you out in droves for the benefit of our
economy. How?

This is not about demographical balances. This
is about ensuring that Kuwaitis alone benefit while
everyone else has no right to our wealth even when
they work harder than us and give sweat, blood and
tears to stay in a country that will feel no pain and
no heartbreak when they leave. 

I am no expert in the economy, nor am I an ex-
pert in demographics, but I know that borders are
man-made. I know the economy is fickle. I know
that God invites us to take care of another regard-
less of our nationality. I know that the greatest em-
pires fall. And I know that even though this is a draft
law that may not be passed, the fact that it was even
drafted means we need to resurrect our humanity.
And if we do not, then one word comes to my mind
and it happens to be an Indian word: Karma.

Hum Hindi He 
(Je Suis Indian)

By Nejoud Al-Yagout

local@kuwaittimes.com

IN MY VIEW

Legal panel approves bill setting expat quotas
B Izzak

KUWAIT: The council of ministers on Thursday de-
cided to lift a lockdown on Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and
Mahboula residential areas more than 100 days of im-
posing it to combat the spread of the coronavirus. This
means that the lockdown will remain on Farwaniya, the
last residential area in isolation.

Government spokesman Tareq Al-Mazrem said the
lockdown will be lifted on Thursday, July 9 from 5:00
am, adding that the decision was based on recommen-
dations by the health minister.

Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh and Mahboula , home to over
half a million mostly expat workers, were the first two
residential areas to be locked down in the country after
the virus broke out among low-paid expat laborers re-
siding in the two areas.

The decision was taken despite a jump in the num-

ber of coronavirus cases reported over the past 24
hours. The health ministry said 919 cases were reported
yesterday compared to 745 cases
the previous day. Kuwaitis contin-
ued to top the list with a big dif-
ference.

In the meantime, the national
assembly legal and legislative
committee Thursday decided that
a draft law submitted by five MPs
and proposing a quota system for
expatriate communities, was
found to be in line with the
Kuwaiti constitution and laws.

The committee decided to refer the bill to the con-
cerned committee that will study all legislation on ex-
patriates in the country with the aim to cut their
numbers. According to the bill, the largest foreign com-

munity in Kuwait, the Indians, must not exceed 15 per-
cent of the Kuwaiti population who currently stand at

1.45 million. If approved, the law
would require some 800,000 In-
dians to leave the country, which
is an impossible task by all means.

The legal committee also de-
cided to lift the immunity of two
lawmakers suspected to be in-
volved in the corruption scandal
allegedly run by a Bangladeshi
MP currently detained in Kuwait
over the allegations.

The two MPs, Saadoun Hammad and Salah Khor-
shed said they asked the committee to lift their immu-
nity so they could be interrogated by the public
prosecution in order to clear their names, denying that
they had anything to do with the scandal. 

KUWAIT: Kuwait has stressed the significance of coop-
eration and coordination via the international multilateral
system and regional and international organizations to
fight the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). This remark was
made by Kuwait’s Permanent Representative at the UN
Ambassador Mansour Al-Otaibi in a written address dur-
ing a discussion on the pandemics and security. He said
the world is living in unprecedented times as a result of
the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, which poses a
transboundary threat and has been able to impact all as-
pects of our lives - health, economic, social and political
- and has led to the death of half a million people and in-
fected 10 million more all over the world.

This pandemic is - as described by the Secretary-
General of the United Nations - the biggest challenge
facing the world since World War II, he said. It is also a
living example of the close links between pandemics and
security. “This requires all of us to join efforts to confront
epidemics and global health crises and limit their harsh
impact, through cooperation and coordination via the in-
ternational multilateral system and regional and interna-
tional organizations. A global crisis like this requires
global solutions,” he added. Otaibi went on saying: “We
have all witnessed the Secretary-General’s historic ap-
peal on 23 March 2020 for a global ceasefire in areas
where armed conflicts are taking place in order to focus
together on the real battle in our lives facing COVID-19.”

Mobilizing efforts
“We have seen some other initiatives that were aimed

at mobilizing international efforts to reduce the spread
of the virus, and to reduce its effects on societies and
people, especially the most vulnerable such as women,
children, people with special needs, and displaced per-
sons, but there is still more that can be done in this re-
gard,” the Kuwaiti diplomat said. “The world needs more
serious and decisive stances. Here, we welcome the
adoption of resolution 2532 by the Security Council on
this global health crisis that we believe constitutes a
threat to international peace and security, and we note
that the Council has previously had clear positions on

other health crises, such as Ebola and HIV/AIDS. I would
like to pay tribute to the efforts of Tunisia and France in
the past few months to issue a Council resolution on
COVID-19,” he noted.

He emphasized that the effects of this pandemic are
expected to touch many of the issues discussed in the
United Nations in general, and the Security Council in
particular. “On the humanitarian front, we are witnessing
that the humanitarian situation has started to deteriorate
in a number of conflict-stricken areas and those that suf-
fer from fragile health systems as a result of years of wars
and destruction,” he said. Likewise, the spread of this
virus will have economic and social effects that may re-
verse the development gains that some countries have
achieved, which may exacerbate the root causes of
armed conflicts, such as unemployment, poverty, inequal-
ity and competition for natural resources, he added.

Political repercussions
On the other hand, there is no doubt that this pan-

demic may have repercussions at the political level re-
lated to the ability and efficiency of countries and
governments to respond effectively to limit its spread and
provide the necessary medical care to those in need. “In
addition, we see that this pandemic has complicated the
way forward for political processes in some conflict
areas. Faced with these impacts caused by COVID-19,
we urgently need collective and joint action, to unite ef-
forts and visions in order to overcome this deadly dis-
ease, by utilizing all the tools we have at our disposal,
mobilizing the energies of experts, scientists and special-
ists to find a vaccine and ensure equitable distribution of
it, especially in developing countries,” Otaibi said. He also
underlined the need to work to build the health capabil-
ities of vulnerable countries and societies, provide med-
ical and preventive supplies and equipment to enable the
health systems around the world to face this pandemic,
ensure continued delivery of humanitarian aid in light of
the pandemic’s spread to those in need in areas of con-
flict and natural disasters, and strengthen conflict-pre-
vention measures.—KUNA
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